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Origins in a nutshell

• One of four flagship-class missions studied to prepare 

for the 2020 Astrophysics Decadal Survey

• Wavelength range 2.8 – 588 µm

• 5.9 m diameter primary mirror, not deployed

- TMA with field scanning mirror 

- Very cold (4.5 K)

• Low-risk development, testing, and deployment

• 1000x more sensitive than any previous far-IR mission 



Through the Astrophysics 

Roadmap, the community 

expressed interest in a 

“Far-IR Surveyor” 

mission.

The Origins Science and Technology 

Definition Team has worked with 

>100 scientists and engineers around 

the world to design the mission that 

people want.

Guest Observers will use 

Origins to answer mission-

driving science questions and 

make unexpected, 

transformative discoveries.

From the community, by the 

community, and for the 

community



Sensitive spectroscopy, high-

speed mapping

Sensitive, high-resolution 

spectroscopy – water and 

HD lines

High precision mid-IR 

transmission and emission 

spectra - biosignatures

Capabilities

Science Drivers

The concept study report includes a comprehensive Science Traceability Matrix 



How do the conditions for 

habitability develop during 

the process of planet 

formation?



The Water Trail

Protostars

Protoplanetary disks

Debris disks

Our solar system

OriginsF5

Origins will 

trace water 

vapor and ice 

and the total 

gas content of 

planet-forming 

disks through 

all development 

phases of a 

planetary 

system. 

The water trail
Protoplanetary disk anatomy 

(side view)

The HD J = 1-0 line at 112 mm is the best available 

proxy for the total gas mass. The gas mass and its 

distribution affect the planetary system architecture 

and planet migration.



The key H2O spectral lines are 

uniquely accessible to Origins
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Origins 

measures D/H 

(HDO/H2O) in 

hundreds of 

comets.

Did comets have a role in delivering Earth’s 

water?



Do planets orbiting cool, low-

mass (M and K dwarf) stars 

support life?



The mid-IR is rich in spectral lines from 

biologically interesting molecules



Origins’ mid-IR 

instrument is 

designed to detect 

key habitability 

indicators (e.g., 

CO2 and H2O) and 

biosignatures (O3

+ CH4 or O3 + 

N2O).

Origins uniquely captures biosignatures in the mid-IR



Tier 1

Transit observations to determine which planets have tenuous, clear or 

cloudy atmospheres (Np > 28)

Tier 2

Eclipse observations of clear planets to determine if they 

are temperate (Np > 14)

Tier 3

Search for bio-signatures (O3+N2O, O3+CH4) with 

additional transits of temperate worlds (Np > 10)

Pre-select terrestrial M and K-dwarf planets based on: 

i. Planet radius and equilibrium temperature;

ii. Relative rank based on suitability for detailed atmospheric characterization;

iii. Pre-Origins observations with JWST, ELTs etc. 

Origins builds on JWST and ELT*

observations
* ELT = next-generation large, 

ground-based optical telescope

TESS mission



• M and K dwarfs are common

– 75% of stars within 15 pc are M dwarfs

• Rocky planets are common

– Expect to detect about a dozen HZ 
exoplanets transiting mid-to-late M 
dwarfs within 15 pc

– Four such planets are already known 
(TRAPPIST-1d,e,f and LHS-1140b) 

• Advantages of small (rocky) planets 
transiting M dwarf stars 

– Larger transit depths

– Closer habitable zones (5 – 100 days)

– Increased transit probability in HZ 

T. Henry, RECONS Survey

Why M and K Dwarfs?



Origins borrows the proven Spitzer architecture 

and applies lessons from JWST to minimize 

assembly, integration and test time, and 

deployment risks.
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The mission concept study report is available at https://asd.gsfc.nasa.gov/firs/ 
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